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INTRODUCTION; SUMMARY OF RESULTS

RESULT a. There is exhibited a group given by a finite number of generators and a
finite number of defining relations and having an unsolvable word problem.
In the present account the finite presentation of a group used for Result a is
much simpler in form than that of UG;' moreover, the symmetry argument of
Theorem III*, Case 2, UG, Part V, is replaced by the very simple Lemma 7 of UG,
Part II. The idea behind this change is that the inverses of the group generators
relative to which a presentation is given can be taken as an anti-isomorphic copy of
the generators. Since in any group A-' equals B-' is a consequence of A equals B,
PAP-' equals QAQ-1 of AP-'Q equals P-'Q A-and vice versa-the connection between the old and the new arguments can be seen from the well-known
Tietze transformation theorems.2
To obtain Result a, we use a certain Thue system of Post,3 but Result b shows
that one may use, instead, any Thue system with an unsolvable word problem.
RESULT b. There is explicitly given a recursive mapping, (p, from the set of Thue
systems into the set of finite presentations of groups such that the equality of the arbitrary
words A and B in the Thue system £ is equivalent to the equality of certain wordsrecursively specified in terms of A and B-in the finite group presentation p(Z).
Thus if Z has an unsolvable word problem, so also has p(Z).4
Magnus5 has shown that any finite presentation of a group consisting of one nontrivial defining relation has a solvable word problem. The group presentation of
Result a has an extremely large number of defining relations. A natural question is
this: What is the smallest number of defining relations which a finite presentation
of a group with unsolvable word problem can have? How long and how "complicated" must these relations be? Result c gives a program for producing, from Thue
systems, "simple-looking" finite presentations of groups having unsolvable word
problems. Using an unsolvability result of Dana Scott6 on Thue systems, a result
noted by Marshall Hall,7 and an imbedding theorem for groups of Higman, Neumann, and Neumann,8 it follows from Result c that one may exhibit a group given
by two generators and thirty-two defining relations and having an unsolvable word
problem.
RESULT c. Let g9, g2, ... ggN and Al = B1, A2 = B2,..., AM = BM be the generators and defining relations of an arbitrary Thue system Z. Let P by any fixed word
of Z. Then Zp is the finite presentation of a group depending on Z and P and described as follows:
The N + 9 generators of Sp:
., 92,

...

*, gN; qy to, t2j k, a, b, CY d, e.

The 6N + M + 13 non-trivial defining relations of Zp:
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qAj

=
qgi =

agq

die0a~dJqBjbJcJaeJbJ, j

=

tua

=

= 1, 2, . . . M

giq

= gia

I, 2

cgi = gic i =
egq = gie

gid
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. ..I

N

dm +ladM+lgi
at.

tuC = ctu

tud = dtu
tue

etu

=

tiqPkP-1q-1tj-1

bgi

=

gibM+labM+l

ak
bk
ck
ek

=
=
=
=

ka
kb
kc
ke

t2qPkP-lq-lt2-

=

word W of S, W equals P in S if and only if
tiWkW-1t4-1 equals t2WkW-'t2-'
in Zp. Thud, if it is recursively unsolvable to determine for an arbitary word W of Z

For

any

whether

or

not W

equals

P in

T,

then the word

problem for

Zp is unsolvable.

Finally we note a very easy direct proof of the unsolvability of the word problem
for the finitely generated infinitely related case.
Demonstration of Result a. The Thue system Z, given below can be taken to be any
Thue system having the form stipulated. The Thue system Z2, which depends on
Z1, is a finite presentation of a group. We use A, ', r, r', as a variable for
words on &1 (i.e., consisting of the symbols of 31) which are of the form AqIHI,
or qN.
where A and HI are words on s1, s2; ., sm and qa,, is q, ql,
...

.

.

Si:

S11 S22

.

U,:

21

rF, 22

=

.

.

.

*.I SM;

q1 2 q2y

rF,

=

.

. . .

. .,

.

.

.

XqAr, q;

=

Tp.p

Z2
All symbols of 31; ti, t2, k, x, y; 1,, r., = 1, 2, . . ., P; Each of the above
32:
symbols with superscript - 1 added.
Where = 1,2,.. ., P, a = 1, 2, and = 1, 2,. ..,M, the following:
112:
2.1
I, = lLrr,
2.6
2.2
risk= s, xr~x
sl, =ylyso,
2.7
2.3
xs# = sitxx
sOy Yyso
r k = kr,
2.4
2.8
tjt, l'tsg
xk = kx
2.9
2.5
ty= yt,
2.10
kq-ltl-lt2q = q-ltl-lt2qk.
Where a and a-' are symbols of 32 the following:
a-la = 1 (where 1 is the empty word)
2.11
2.12 aa- = 1.
A
A proof of A/B in Zj, i = 1, 2, is a finite sequence of words on Si called steps, say
n- 1,
C1, C2 ., C., such that C, is A and C. is B; each C, and C,,, v = 1, 2,
are PDQ and PEQ where D = E is a rule of Ui for some P and Q, possibly void.9
We abbreviate "there is a proof of A/B in FE" to A F jB.
MAIN THEOREM. For any choice of T1 and I, F- 1 q if and only if
...,

...

tYk2-1tj-

F-

2t22ik2-t2-1.
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From Post' we have that for a certain choice of t, it is unsolvable to determine
for arbitrary 2 on 3, whether or not ; I- ,q. Thus the Main Theorem implies
Result a. The "only if" part of the Main Theorem is easy. Let 2 (Let Q) be a variable for words on y, y-1, and the symbols 1,, 1,1 of 32 (on x, x-l, and the symbols
Consequentlyr., rj' of 32). Suppose Z I- 1q. Then for some E and 1Q. F2 2I
noting tlqkq-lt-' I- 2t2qkq-1t2-1 we have t2:k2-'tj-I F- 2t22k2;-'t2.r.
To show the Main Theorem in the non-trivial direction, we first stipulate three
additional group presentations, Sd, Z4, and Zs. We define 33 to be 3,; U13 to be U2
with each ak = ka of U2.5 or U2.9 replaced by ak = k and U2.10 replaced by tlqk =
t2qk. We define 34 to be 33; U4 to be U3 with each at, = ta of U2.4 or U2.5 replaced
by ta = t4 and tlqk = t2qk excluded. We define 3S to 34 with k, k-1, t,, t,-' excluded; Us to be U4 with the rules containing k, k-1, tv, t.-1 excluded. Let A F- F9B,
i = 1, 2,..., 5, mean A F- jB with no occurrences of q-', qo-.. ., qv-1 in any step.
Then the plan of the argument is given below in the first column; the first statement
in each brace implies the second.
-

vL

1

-1

-s

l

-1

"
I10 Cf. UG, Part II, Sec. 5-7, especially Lemma 7.
tj2Ik;-t-1
}k
l
Roughly speaking, erase all symbols right of k in
each step of the Z2 proof.
t,2k F- 3kt22k
} Cf. UG, Part II, Sec. 5-7, especially Lemma 7.
t,2;k F- 3k tt22zk
See i below.
tZk F- 4kttlqk
} See ii below.
z I- 5EqQ for some E and Ql
2;F- rC5qQ

}

See iii below.

Cf. UG, Part VI, Sec. 20.
Erase the symbols 1,, or r,, 1, -1, r, -', everywhere ill
the Z5 proof.
F- q
(i) Omit from the Zs proof all steps following the first application of tlqk = t2qk;
then erase from each step remaining all symbols left of ti, all right of k. (ii) It is
sufficient to show M1 F- 5'MM+,&Q' for some :' and W', where tMsk is the ith step of
the Z4 proof. (iii) Cf. UG, Part II, Sec. 5-7, and Part III. But the argument of Part
III can be replaced by an almost trivial one using the techniques of UG, Part VI,
Sec. 20 and 21 and the fact that the set of words 1,, 1,1j (or words r,, r,-') is independent."
Demonstration of Result b. Throughout this section, Zo, :*, Z(W), are Thue
systems depending on the arbitrary Thue system £ (with symbols 3 and rules U)Z(w) depending on the word W on 3 as well. Let 3o contain p, v and a, a for each
a of 3 and let Uo contain the rules of U and ab = ba, paa = ap, apv = pv for each
a of 3. Let W and V be words on 3, V0 the word obtained from V by replacing a by a.
Then pVoWv F- xpv if and only if W F- ZV. Let 3* consist of 3 and q,; U con-
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tains qIA = qB, qla = aq, for each A = B of U and a of 3. Then for any W and V
on 3, qjW H ZqV if and only if W F 1V. Let 3(w) consist of 3 and q; U(w), of U
and W = q. Then, for any V on 3, V F Z(W)q if and only if V F ZW. Thus for any
X and words A and B on 3 the following statements are equivalent: A H ZB;
pBoAv HZpv; qjpBoAv H-xqipv; qjpBoAv [H- 1pq. This shows Result b since
t"(qlpv) has the form of X, used in the demonstration of Result a.
Demonstration of Result c. The argument is a revision of that for Result a. The
main points are: (1) the proof of Result a is valid if the q of 112.10 is interpreted as
some fixed special word of X, and U2.10 rewritten in the symmetric form of the last
relation listed in Result c; (2) if Z is any Thue system then the I* used for Result b
has the form of Z, used for Result a; (3) the set of words cjej, j = + 1, +2, .
4M is independent," as is the set con, e0', dl', bM+labm+l bic'aejbj j = 0, -1,
4± M.
Result c and Zo. Starting with an arbitrary system 'S, the Thue system 'Zo (see
Result b) can be identified with the Z of Result c. Thus if 'Z has an unsolvable
word problem, so has 'To,. Using this construction in connection with Scott's result yields a forty defining relation group with unsolvable word problem that can
actually be written down in a few minutes' time.'2
The Word Problem for the Finitely Generated Infinitely Related Case. 13 Where S is
any set of ordered pairs of positive integers, let Z, be the following group presentation.

3

:

Us:

Z) Xi, x2, q
zmxjnqxrI = x2nqx2-

for each

(m, n) of S.

z= 1

THEOREM.

XnqXv"t FH Z X2nqX2 if and only if there is an m such that (m, n) is

a member of S.

The theorem implies the desired unsolvability result, for we may take any wellknown S such that (1) there is a recursive procedure to determine for an arbitrary
pair of positive integers, (m, n), whether or not (m, n) is a member of S; (2) there is
no recursive procedure to determine for arbitrary n whether or not there is an m
such that (m, n) is a member of S.14
*
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1. Derived Functors of Non-additive Functors.-Let T be a (covariant) functor of
modules over a ring A to modules over a ring A'. If T is additive i ,s derived functors have been defined by Cartan-Eilenberg.' Additivity is used to show that T
applied to a chain homotopy again gives a chain homotopy (cf.2 IV, 5, and V, 3).
Using FD-complexes4 instead of chain complexes, we define left derived functors for
arbitrary functors T.
1.1. Definition.-A projective FD-resolution of type n of the module M is an
FD-module P such that (i) P, = 0 forj < n, (ii) PI is projective for allj, (iii) H,(P)
- M, H(P) = O forj 5 n.
Passing from an FD-module to its normal(ized) chain module establishes a 1 to I
correspondence (up to natural equivalences) between FD-modules, FD-maps, FDhomotopies and chain modules, chain maps, chain homotopies.' In particular, it
establishes such a correspondence between projective FD-resolutions P of type n of
Mll and chain modules C for which Cj = 0 forj < n and
+-- M = Hn(C)
(1.2)
_Cn,,---C.+ Cn+2**<-

is an ordinary projective resolution2 of M. From the corresponding properties of
ordinary resolutions it follows: Every module has a projective FD-resolution of any
given type n. If if: M -- M' is a homomorphism and P,P' are projective FDresolutions of type n of M,M' resp., then there exists an FD-map F: P -I P' such
that F*: Hn(P) -0 Hn(P') equals f. Moreover, if F' is another such map, then
F,F' are FD-homotopic (cf. Cartan-Eilenberg,2 V, 1).

